Cooperative coevolution (CC) has shown great potential for solving large-scale optimization problems (LSOPs). However, traditional CC algorithms often waste part of the computation resource (CR) as they equally allocate CR among all subproblems. The recently developed contribution-based CC algorithms improve the traditional ones to a certain extent by adaptively allocating CR according to some heuristic rules. Different from existing works, this paper explicitly constructs a mathematical model for the CR allocation (CRA) problem in CC and proposes a novel fine-grained CRA (FCRA) strategy by fully considering both the theoretically optimal solution of the CRA model and the evolution characteristics of CC. FCRA takes a single iteration as a basic CRA unit and always selects the subproblem which is most likely to make the largest contribution to the total fitness improvement to undergo a new iteration, where the contribution of a subproblem at a new iteration is estimated according to its current contribution, current evolution status, as well as the estimation for its current contribution. We verified the efficiency of FCRA by combining it with the success-history-based adaptive differential evolution which is an excellent DE variant but has never been employed in the CC framework. Experimental results on two benchmark suites for LSOPs demonstrate that FCRA significantly outperforms existing CRA strategies and the resulting CC algorithm is highly competitive in solving LSOPs.
I. INTRODUCTION
A COMPANIED with the rapid development of big data techniques, there are more and more large-scale optimization problems (LSOPs) emerging in scientific research and engineering applications [1] - [3] . Due to the black-box characteristics of this kind of problem, the gradient-based mathematical programming methods are no longer applicable. The gradient-free evolutionary algorithms (EAs) still take effect, but lose their efficiency rapidly with the increase of the problem dimension. This is the so-called "curse of dimensionality" [4] , the main reason for which consists in that the solution space of a problem grows exponentially with the increase of its dimension, and conventional EAs cannot adequately explore the solution space of an LSOP within acceptable computation time [5] , [6] .
By taking the idea of "divide-and-conquer," cooperative coevolution (CC) provides a natural way to solve LSOPs [7] , [8] . It first decomposes an original LSOP into a set of smaller and simpler subproblems, then solves the LSOP by cooperatively optimizing all subproblems. There are mainly three algorithmic components in the CC framework, including the decomposition method, the optimizer for subproblems, and the computation resource allocation (CRA) strategy. The first two components attracted much research attention in recent years. As a result, a large number of decomposition methods were developed and almost all kinds of conventional EAs were introduced into the CC framework [9] , [10] . By contrast, less research effort was put into the CRA strategy. The CRA problem refers to how to reasonably assign the available computation resource (CR) to all subproblems such that the original LSOP can be efficiently solved. Most existing CC algorithms follow the CRA strategy in the traditional CC which equally allocates CR among all subproblems by optimizing them in a round-robin fashion [5] , [7] , [8] . This straightforward scheme usually causes wasted CR, since the optimizer often stagnates on some subproblems before exhausting the CR assigned to them, while some other subproblems can make new contributions to the best overall solution if more CR is given.
To the best of our knowledge, by now five contributionbased CC (CBCC) frameworks, including CBCC1 CBCC2 [11] , [12] ; CBCC3 [13] ; CC with adaptive optimizer iterations (CCAOI) [14] ; and the CC framework named CCFR [15] ; have been developed to overcome the limitations of the traditional CC. Instead of equal division, they adaptively assign CR to subproblems according to their contributions to the total fitness improvement. For example, CBCC1 and CBCC2 reward the subproblem by making the largest cumulative contribution with extra optimization chances; CBCC3 just allows the subproblem with the largest current contribution to attend a new cycle; CCFR tends to assign CR to the subproblem which achieves the largest average on the previous and current contributions.
These studies verified that contribution-based CRA really takes effect in improving the performance of CC. However, the CRA strategies they developed still show some obvious weaknesses. First, due to the absence of theoretical foundation, these strategies were all developed just according to some heuristic rules. Second, they all take hundreds of iterations as a basic CRA unit, which means that a subproblem must exhaust all of the iterations in a unit at each time it is selected for optimization. These kinds of coarse-grained CRA strategies reduce the interaction frequency among subproblems on the one hand, and may still waste some CR on the other hand. Finally, these strategies emphasize much on the contributions of subproblems, but consider little about their evolution status. In fact, a subproblem with a slightly smaller contribution is likely to contribute more at a new iteration if it stays in a more active evolution status.
To remedy the defects mentioned above, we make the following beneficial attempts in this paper.
1) Explicitly construct a mathematical model for the CRA problem in CC and deduce its optimal solution under a reasonable assumption. 2) Propose a fine-grained CRA (FCRA) strategy according to both the theoretically optimal solutions of the CRA model and the evolution characteristics of CC. Concretely, FCRA takes a single iteration instead of a large number of iterations as a basic CRA unit. When making an allocation decision, it fully considers the evolution status as well as the contributions of subproblems. This makes the allocation result approach the theoretically optimal one as much as possible. 3) Develop a novel CC framework called FCRACC, within which a new efficient CC algorithm is designed by integrating FCRA with the success-history-based adaptive differential evolution (SHADE) [16] . SHADE is an excellent differential evolution (DE) variant but has never been employed by CC. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents related work on CC. Section III describes the proposed FCRACC in detail, including the CRA model, the FCRA strategy, and the SHADE employed in FCRACC. Section IV reports experimental settings and results. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section V.
II. RELATED WORK
CC can effectively tackle an LSOP by cooperatively optimizing all of the lower-dimensional subproblems obtained through decomposition. It mainly contains three algorithmic components, that is, the decomposition method, the optimizer, and the CRA strategy. Next, we review them in sequence.
A. Decomposition Method
Decomposition plays a vital role in ensuring the performance of CC, and by now, a variety of decomposition methods has been developed. The original CC algorithms do not aim at solving LSOPs but improve the performance of conventional EAs on small-and medium-scale problems. Therefore, little effort was paid to the decomposition method and some simple and straightforward ones were employed. The earliest CC algorithm, that is, cooperative coevolutionary genetic algorithm (GA) proposed by Potter and De Jong [7] , divides an n-dimensional problem into n 1-D subproblems. Liu et al. [5] and van den Bergh and Engelbrecht [17] employed the same decomposition method when scaling up evolutionary programming and particle swarm optimization (PSO) with CC, respectively. Potter and De Jong [8] also developed a splitting-into-half decomposition strategy for CC which was again used by Shi et al. [18] when designing the cooperative coevolutionary DE algorithm. More generally, van den Bergh and Engelbrecht [6] suggested partitioning an n-dimensional problem into k s-dimensional subproblems for some ks = n and s << n, and integrated this decomposition method with PSO.
To summarize, these initial static decomposition methods can improve the performance of conventional EAs on certain kinds of problems, but they show limited or even a negative effect on LSOPs, especially on nonseparable ones [5]- [7] . To alleviate this issue, researchers developed random decomposition methods. Yang et al. [19] proposed the first random decomposition method called random grouping (RG). Different from static methods, which just perform once before optimization, RG stochastically divides all of the variables into k subcomponents of dimension s in every cycle of CC. To tackle the issue that the value of s is difficult to set, Yang et al. [20] further developed a multilevel CC algorithm. It selects an s value from a pool for the new cycle with a higher probability if this value achieves larger performance improvement in the last cycle. Omidvar et al. [21] showed that the probability of grouping all of the interacting variables into one subcomponent dramatically reduces with the increase of the number of interacting variables, and suggested increasing the grouping frequency by reducing the iteration times in a cycle.
In recent years, some learning-based decomposition methods were developed. They focus on making near optimal decomposition by detecting the interdependencies among variables. Weicker and Weicker [22] proposed the first variable interaction learning (VIL) method, the main principle behind which is that the fitness landscape related with a variable will change if its interacting variables change. Although this method is not exclusively introduced for LSOPs, its key idea makes obvious sense and is used by the subsequent VIL methods for LSOPs [23] - [25] . The main drawback of these VIL methods lies in that they require many samples for detecting an interdependency [26] , [27] . Some other researchers suggested partitioning variables according to their correlations [28] , [29] . However, the commonly used correlation coefficient is not a proper measure for the interaction of variables as two separable variables might be highly correlated with each other [30] . According to the observation that the variations of interacting variables in two consecutive optimization cycles are limited if they are grouped into different subcomponents, Omidvar et al. [30] proposed a decomposition method called delta grouping which divides a certain number of variables with similar variations into the same subcomponent. It was shown that delta grouping can outperform RG on a variety of LSOPs, but often loses its efficiency on the problems which have more than one group of interacting variables [30] , [31] . To remedy this defect, Omidvar et al. [31] further proposed the differential grouping (DG) method. DG assigns two variables into the same subcomponent if one variable affects the fitness variation caused by the change of the other variable. To overcome the shortcoming of DG that it ignores indirect interdependencies among variables, Mei et al. [32] and Sun et al. [33] developed a global DG (GDG) and an extended DG (XDG), respectively, both of which explicitly detect the interdependency between each pair of variables. Much more recently, Hu et al. [34] proposed a fast interdependency identification method which further improves GDG and XDG by reducing their CR requirement. Omidvar et al. [35] also developed a new version of DG (called DG2) which reduces the CR requirement by reusing some samples and provides a more reliable detection threshold by estimating the magnitude of roundoff errors. Different from other learning-based decomposition methods, a mutual-information-based method was lately proposed by Sun et al. [36] . They consider two variables interdependent if the mutual information between one variable and the partial derivative with respect to the other variable is larger than a given threshold.
B. Optimizer
The optimizer in CC is used to solve the subproblems obtained by decomposition. So far, almost all kinds of conventional EAs have been introduced into CC [9], [10] . In their pioneering work on CC, Potter and De Jong [7] employed GA as an optimizer. So did the initial work on CC conducted by Weicker and Weicker [22] and Ray and Yao [28] . Potter and De Jong [8] further showed that CC can be taken as a general extension for any other EAs besides GA. Liu et al. [5] scaled up evolutionary programming with CC. Van den Bergh and Engelbrecht [6] , [17] ; Sun et al. [24] ; Lin and Cheng [29] ; and Li and Yao [37] casted the basic PSO into CC by employing different decomposition methods, while Ge et al. [27] , Li and Yao [38] , and Aote et al. [39] improved the basic PSO in different ways and took them as optimizers in their respective CC algorithms. Trunfio [14] , Ren and Wu [40] , and Zheng et al. [41] verified the effectiveness of the firefly algorithm, the artificial bee colony algorithm, and the biogeography-based optimization algorithm under the CC framework, respectively. Liu and Tang [42] introduced the covariance matrix adaptation evolution strategy (CMA-ES) [43] into CC, where the variables are partitioned according to their variances. Besides, Mei et al. [32] and Sun et al. [36] also employed CMA-ES as optimizers to verify the superiority of their decomposition methods. Among all kinds of EAs, DE was most widely used in CC. Shi et al. [18] first introduced the basic DE into CC. Afterward, an improved DE called the self-adaptive DE with neighborhood search (SaNSDE) [44] was frequently employed by Omidvar et al. [11] , [13] , [21] , [30] , [31] , [35] ; Yang et al. [15] , [19] , [20] ; and Sun et al. [33] in their CC algorithms. When testing the efficiency of their decomposition methods, Chen et al. [23] and Hu et al. [34] selected JADE [45] and IDE [46] as optimizers, respectively. Besides, some other researchers developed new DE variants in their CC algorithms according to the characteristics of subproblems [3] , [25] .
C. CRA Strategy
Within the CC framework, the subproblems not only cooperate with each other by providing context vector for evaluating solutions [6] , but also compete for limited CR. During the early research stage of CC, little attention was paid to the CRA problem and all subproblems were naturally assigned the same amount of CR.
Omidvar et al. [11] first indicated that there is usually an imbalance among the contributions of different subproblems to the total fitness and treating all of the subproblems equally often wastes part of CR. They further proposed two versions of CBCC, that is, CBCC1 and CBCC2, which divide each CC cycle into two phases: 1) exploration phase and 2) exploitation phase. During the exploration phase, all of the subproblems are optimized in a round-robin fashion and their contributions to the total fitness improvement are accumulated. Then, in the exploitation phase, the subproblem with the largest cumulative contribution is allowed to undergo extra optimization. The difference between CBCC1 and CBCC2 lies in that the former just allows the rewarded subproblem to undergo a single extra cycle, whereas the latter persistently optimizes the rewarded subproblem as long as it can still improve the fitness value. Kazimipour et al. [12] investigated the sensitivity of CBCC to the decomposition accuracy and the imbalance level, and revealed that CBCC1 is less sensitive to the two factors and can outperform the traditional CC in most cases.
Trunfio [14] pointed out that the performance of CBCC1 and CBCC2 is influenced too much by the historical information accumulated during the early evolution stages, and developed a CC variant called CCAOI. CCAOI still optimizes all of the subproblems in a round-robin fashion, but adaptively adjusts the iteration times of each subproblem in a new cycle according to its average contribution over all of the iterations in the current cycle. The larger the average contribution of a subproblem, the more iterations this subproblem will be rewarded. Omidvar et al. [13] later claimed that besides being influenced too much by the historical information, CBCC1 and CBCC2 also suffer from over-exploration and over-exploitation, respectively. The new version of CBCC, which is CBCC3, that they developed tries to achieve better balance between exploration and exploitation by selecting the subproblem which makes the largest current contribution Algorithm 1: General CC 1 Generate a decompositionx → {x 1 , . . . , x k }; 2 Initialize the population of each subproblem i: P i , i = 1, . . . , k; 3 Initialize the best overall solution x * ; 4 while the termination condition is not met do 5 Determine the subproblem i to be optimized; 6 (P i , x * ) ← optimizer(P i , x * , FEs); 7 returnx * . // FEs specifies allowed iteration times in a cycle. attend a new cycle and occasionally perform exploration during the optimization process. Aiming at the defects of CBCC1 and CBCC2, Yang et al. [15] recently proposed a new CC framework named CCFR. CCFR shares some characteristics with CBCC3. The main difference between them lies in that CCFR explicitly excludes stagnant subproblems and quantifies the contribution of an active subproblem by averaging its current contribution and previous contribution. It was numerically shown that both CBCC3 and CCFR perform much better than CBCC1 and CBCC2.
III. DESCRIPTION OF FCRACC
Many large-scale real-world optimization problems are separable, where partially additively separable problems are the most common ones and were extensively studied in the CC research field [31] - [35] .
Definition 1: A function is partially additively separable if it has the following general form:
where x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) is a global decision vector of n dimensions, x i are mutually exclusive decision vectors of f i (·), and k is the number of independent subcomponents [31] .
To alleviate the curse of dimensionality, CC tries to solve f (x) by first identifying mutually exclusive subcomponents x i (i = 1, . . . , k) and then cooperatively optimizing the resulting lower-dimensional subproblems f i (x i ). It is notable that the expression of each f i (·) is unknown since f (·) is a black-box optimization problem in the context of CC. To evaluate the solutions of each subproblem, CC maintains a context vector which is generally set as the best overall solution obtained so far [6] . More concretely, CC evaluates a solution x i of f i (x i ) by means of f (x * |x i ), where x * |x i denotes the overall solution that replaces the corresponding subcomponent of the best overall solution x * with x i . x * will be updated by x * |x i if it is outperformed by the latter. Algorithm 1 shows a general framework of CC. For traditional CC, step 5 selects different subproblems in a round-robin fashion.
A. CRA Model and Its Solution
In the CC framework, the computation or simulation of f (x) is the most time-consuming part. For the given decomposition result on an LSOP and the selected optimizer, the CRA problem refers to how to reasonably assign the allowed maximum number of fitness evaluations (FEs) to all of the subproblems such that the maximum total fitness improvement can be achieved. For the additively separable function defined by Definition 1, the total fitness improvement is equal to the sum of the improvements achieved on all subproblems. Then the CRA problem can be mathematically modeled as follows:
where m, m i , andC i (·) denote the allowed maximum number of FEs, the number of FEs assigned to the ith subproblem, and the expectation of the fitness improvement achieved on the ith subproblem, respectively. As reviewed in Section II, CC employs EA which has a certain randomness as an optimizer, then the contribution C i (·) made by a subproblem i is a random function with respect to m i ; therefore, the expectation of C i (·) is adopted in (2). It is comprehensible thatC i (m i ) is nondecreasing with the increase of m i . However, now it is impossible to deduce the closed expression ofC i (·) since it also strictly relates to the landscape characteristics of f i (·) and the search property of the selected optimizer, both of which are hard to mathematically describe. This means that it is unrealistic to pursue the theoretically optimal solution of the CRA model described by (2), and it is necessary to simplify this model. For all of the subproblems obtained by decomposition, most CC algorithms employ the same optimizer with the same population size. Based on this fact, the CRA model presented in (2) can be changed to the following form:
where p and t i denote the population size of the employed optimizer and the iteration times allocated to the ith subproblem, respectively. For this new CRA model, the following theorem provides the optimal solution under a reasonable assumption. Theorem 1: Let C j i denote the expectation of the contribution made by the ith (i = 1, . . . , k) subproblem at the jth iteration allocated to it and assume C 1 i ≥ C 2 i ≥ . . ., then the optimal solution to the CRA problem described by (3) is
where · denotes the round down operation, and C Proof: The total contribution of a subproblem is equal to the sum of its contributions made at all of the iterations allocated to it, then
For the given m and p, the optimizer is allowed to conduct a maximum of m/p iterations in total. Considering the fact that C j i ≥ 0 and the assumption that
. . , k makes sense since it is indeed more likely for the optimizer to make a larger fitness improvement during its earlier search stages on a given optimization problem.
B. FCRA Strategy
Equation (4) provides the theoretically optimal solution for the CRA problem that is of concern in CC. However, when applying this solution, it is impossible to calculate each t * i (i = 1, . . . , k) before the optimization process since the expression of each C j i and the resulting contribution sets, C m/p i and C m/p , are unknown. On the other hand, if the optimizer could select a right subproblem at each iteration, the optimal CRA result will be naturally achieved. According to this idea, the FCRA strategy proposed in this paper tackles this issue in an iteration-wise way as follows: once the optimizer finishes its current iteration on a subproblem i, FCRA immediately estimates the expectation of the fitness improvement that the optimizer can achieve on this subproblem at the next iteration (denote this expectation and its estimate as C n i and C n i , respectively), and keeps the estimates for the other subproblems fixed. Then, FCRA selects the subproblem with the largest estimation value for real optimization at the next iteration.
Mathematically, FCRA initializes each C n i (i = 1, . . . , k) to zero and updates one of the current subproblems as follows:
where F c ij represents the real fitness improvement made by the jth population individual of the ith subproblem at the current iteration; C c i and δ c i represent the maximum and the standard deviation of F c ij for all j = 1, . . . , p, respectively; and α is a forgetting factor satisfying 0 ≤ α < 1. C c i reflects the current contribution of the ith subproblem to the total fitness improvement. It is very likely for the optimizer to achieve larger fitness improvement at a new iteration on the subproblem with larger C c i . δ c i reflects the current evolution status of the optimizer on the ith subproblem. The larger δ c i is, the more active the optimizer is, and the easier it can get a better solution. The introduction of α smoothens the volatility of 
Initialize the population of the ith subproblem:
C c i and δ c i by taking advantage of the previous estimation value of C n i . Remark 2: Most EAs can get better solutions during their early search stages, then both C c i and δ c i take effect in allocating CR in this case. However, they seldom get better solutions during their late search stages, then δ c i plays the main role in this case. If the optimizer stagnates on a subproblem i, which means C c i = 0 and δ c i = 0, then this subproblem will be soon excluded from CRA candidates.
Remark 3: In fact, C n i can hardly approximate C n i with high enough accuracy as the latter is affected by many factors, but it can usually distinguish the relative magnitudes of a pair of C n i , thus enabling FCRA to make right allocation decisions.
Remark 4: FCRA takes a single iteration involving p FEs as a basic allocation unit. This endows it with an ability to provide much more fine-grained allocation results than existing CRA strategies since they all take hundreds of iterations as a basic allocation unit. Profiting from the above advantages, FCRA can greatly enhance the utilization efficiency of available CR.
Integrating FCRA into CC, we obtain the framework of FCRACC shown in Algorithm 2.
Step 2 initializes the best overall solution x * with an arbitrary feasible solution. Steps 3-7 initialize the population of each subproblem and enable all subproblems to undergo an iteration in sequence during the first k iterations. When a subproblem is optimized in step 10, the corresponding C c i and δ c i are calculated, which facilitates the update of C n i in step 11. After the first k iterations, step 9 selects the subproblem with the largest C n i to optimize according to the proposed FCRA strategy. Steps 4-11 will be repeated until the termination condition is met.
Compared with existing CC frameworks, FCRACC cancels the concept of cycle and systematically allocates CR among subproblems based on the optimal solution of an explicit CRA model. It allows a subproblem to undergo just a single iteration once it is selected for optimization, which facilitates achieving much more fine-grained allocation results on the one hand and increasing the interaction frequency among subproblems on the other hand. It has been shown that a high interaction frequency is beneficial to improve the performance of CC [47] .
C. SHADE for FCRACC
SHADE is an excellent DE variant developed in recent years [16] . It inherits the efficient "current-to-pbest/1" mutation operator from the classic JADE algorithm [45] , but further improves JADE with a different parameter (including mutation factor and crossover rate) adaptation mechanism. Instead of employing a single pair of parameter means, SHADE maintains a diverse set of parameter means to guide parameter adaptation. In this way, the negative impact of some poor parameter values can be reduced. SHADE and its variants made great success in solving small-and medium-scale optimization problems [48] , but have never been employed by CC. This paper makes the first attempt to scale up SHADE for LSOPs. Algorithm 3 presents the main process of SHADE used in FCRACC. For more details of SHADE, the readers can refer to [16] . Here, we just specify two points of changes that make SHADE adapt to FCRACC and simplify its implementation.
First, step 10 evaluates the solution of a subproblem according to its fitness improvement to the best overall solution x * instead of its fitness itself. The main reason is that the selection operator in SHADE needs to compare each population individual against the corresponding trial vector to determine the survivor for the next iteration. However, each individual has been evaluated at the last iteration, when the context vector, that is x * , may be different from the current one. This makes it infeasible to identify a better solution from the two candidates by directly comparing their fitness values. A straightforward way is to re-evaluate each individual, but this requires more CR. According to the property of additive separability defined by (1), the fitness improvement made by the solution of a subproblem to x * eliminates the influence caused by the solutions of other subproblems and, thus, provides the comparability between an individual and its trial vector. It is notable that steps 18-20 and 4-6 update the fitness improvements of all individuals when x * is updated. The aim is to make individuals share the same context vector with their respective trial vectors at the next iteration. Besides SHADE, this kind of indirect solution evaluation method also applies to other DE variants as long as they take the same selection operator with SHADE.
Second, SHADE maintains an external archive to provide a solution for the current-to-pbest/1 mutation operator. The original SHADE initializes it with an empty set and continually fills or updates it with population individuals which are worse than corresponding trial vectors. This asks SHADE to perform different operations according to the real number of solutions in the archive during the entire evolution process, although the archive will be definitely fully filled after several iterations. To simplify operations, step 3 directly initializes the archive with a specified number of random solutions. This minor change significantly simplifies the implementation of SHADE without affecting its performance.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES
The purpose of this section is three-fold: 1) to study the influence of parameters; 2) to investigate the behavior of FCRACC; and 3) to evaluate its performance.
Initialize the parameter memory M i for the ith subproblem; 3 Initialize the external archive A i with |P i | random solutions; 8 Generate a pair of control parameters based on M i ; 9 Generate a trial vector u ij according to "current-to-pbest/1/bin"; 12 Update a randomly selected solution in A i with x ij ;
13
Record current control parameters;
15 Update M i based on the recorded successful control parameters; 
A. Experimental Settings
The CEC2010 and CEC2013 benchmark suites, which contain 20 and 15 LSOPs, respectively, were employed in our experiments. All of these benchmark functions are minimization problems of 1000-D except that f 13 and f 14 in CEC2013 suite have 905 variables. Table I presents the classification of these functions. For more details about them, readers can refer to [49] and [50] .
To evaluate the performance of FCRACC, we compared it with seven well-known CC algorithms (including the traditional CC [7] , CBCC1, CBCC2 [11] , CCFR [15] , DE with CC (DECC) and RG (DECC-G) [19] , DECC with delta grouping (DECC-D) [30] , and DECC with DG2 [35] ) and two stateof-the-art non-CC algorithms (including the memetic algorithm that creates local search chains with Solis Wets' method (MA-SW-Chains) [51] and the multiple offspring sampling framework for CEC2013 competition (MOS-CEC2013) [52] ). Two decomposition methods were used in our experiments. One is the ideal decomposition which groups variables according to the prior knowledge of a benchmark function. The other is the recently developed DG2 method [35] . It improves the classic DG method [31] and can decompose LSOPs with high accuracy. Since the seven CC algorithms listed above all employ SaNSDE [44] as an optimizer, we also implemented a SaNSDE version of FCRACC besides the SHADE version.
As a result, four FCRACC algorithms in total were implemented. For the convenience of description, we abbreviate the FCRACC algorithm which adopts ideal decomposition and SHADE to FCRACC ID+SHADE . Similar abbreviations can be given to other CC algorithms. To make fair comparisons, the parameters of SaNSDE in FCRACC were set to the same values as those in the seven existing CC algorithms and the parameters of SHADE were set according to the recommendation of the original paper [16] , which means the population sizes of SaNSDE and SHADE were set to 50 and 100, respectively.
As suggested by [49] , a maximum number of 3.0×10 6 FEs was used as the termination condition of a run of an algorithm. Unless otherwise mentioned, the results of each algorithm on a function were calculated based on 25 independent runs.
B. Influence of Parameters
FCRACC only has a single free parameter, that is, the forgetting factor α in (8) . It determines the utilization degree of the previous estimation value of a subproblem's contribution when predicting a new contribution value for it. The larger α is, the more previous information will be used, but the less information about the current contribution and evolution status will be exploited. It is expected that α can achieve a good balance between these two kinds of information.
To investigate the sensitivity of FCRACC to α, we tested FCRACC ID+SHADE on a variety of benchmark functions with different α values taken from {0, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9, 0.95, 0.98, 0.99, 1}. Taking the CEC2010 function f 16 and the CEC2013 function f 8 as examples, Fig. 1 presents the average, smallest, and largest fitness values obtained by the algorithm. It can be observed that FCRACC ID+SHADE performs well when α is less than 1 and only shows performance deterioration when α is very close to 1. In fact, FCRACC ID+SHADE with 0 ≤ α < 1 can get a near optimal solution for f 16 in almost each run. This means that the performance of FCRACC ID+SHADE is rather robust to the change of α. Only when the previous estimation information is emphasized too much, will the performance of FCRACC deteriorate, since CR will be improperly allocated in this case. For this reason, we recommend selecting a value for α from the interval [0, 0.95]. It was set to 0.5 in the experiments described below.
C. Behavior of FCRACC
This section studies the behavior of FCRACC under the ideal decomposition. In this case, all FEs are used for optimization. Fig. 2 shows the CRA and optimization results of FCRACC ID+SHADE in a single run, where the CEC2010 function f 16 is employed as an example. This function can be ideally decomposed into 20 subproblems of the same dimension and the same contribution weight [49] . Fig. 2(a) presents the indices of the subproblems optimized at the first 5000 iterations, from which it can be seen that the optimization process on f 16 can be divided into three stages. In the first stage, each subproblem is occasionally optimized at some iterations after all subproblems are sequentially optimized once within the first 20 iterations. The second stage starts from about the 100th iteration and ends at about the 3400th iteration, during which each subproblem is deeply optimized within a certain number of consecutive iterations. After entering the third stage, the optimizer frequently changes its optimization object again.
The above phenomenon can be illustrated by Fig. 2(b) which presents the largest and the second largest contribution values estimated by FCRACC ID+SHADE at each iteration and the corresponding smallest overall fitness value it obtains. In the first stage, the search pattern of the optimizer on each subproblem is so random that few better solutions can be found, then the contribution made by the current subproblem tends to decrease. As a result, it is much likely to be replaced by a new subproblem with the largest contribution. In the second stage, the optimizer explores and exploits good solution regions of each subproblem. When a subproblem is optimized in this stage, its contribution first increases and then decreases, since the optimizer necessarily becomes more and more inactive and can achieve few improvements after its success in the explored good solution regions. All subproblems share similar status after they are deeply optimized once in the second stage, and no significant improvement can be achieved on each of them. Accordingly, the differences among their contributions are small, which leads to the frequent change of the optimization object in the third stage. Fig. 2(c) presents the allocation result of a total of 3.0×10 4 iterations among 20 subproblems versus the number of iterations at which the optimizer gets better solutions for a subproblem, and Fig. 2(d) presents the given contribution weight of each subproblem versus the real fitness improvement achieved on it. It can be seen that the four performance indicators are rather consistent on all subproblems except that the tenth subproblem is assigned with many more iterations. The reason is that the optimizer finds a better solution for this subproblem in the late search process, when it stagnates on all other subproblems. As a result, the optimizer persistently optimizes this subproblem until also stagnating on it. Fig. 3 demonstrates the CRA and optimization results of FCRACC ID+SHADE on the CEC2013 function f 8 . This function can also be ideally decomposed into 20 subproblems, but these subproblems have different dimensions varying from 25 to 100 and different contribution weights of magnitude orders varying from 10 −6 to 10 9 [50] . From Fig. 3(a) , it can be observed that the third and the fifth subproblems, which have the largest and the second largest weights, respectively, undergo many more consecutive iterations in the first half and the second half of the whole search process, respectively, and the 11th and the 13th subproblems, which have the second smallest and the smallest weights, respectively, are only allocated with very few iterations in the second half of the search process.
From Fig. 3(b) , we can see that the fitness value decreases rapidly in the first half of the search process, which mainly benefits from the fact that the significantly large weight of the third subproblem attracts many CRs for it. Besides, although the decreasing rate of the fitness value slows down in the second half of the search process, the largest contribution value estimated by FCRA still keeps a great order of magnitude, which means that the optimizer remains active and can still get better solutions.
From Fig. 3(c) and (d) , the following observation can be made: the larger the weight of a subproblems, the more iterations it is allocated, and the larger contribution it makes to the total fitness improvement. One exception is that the fifth subproblem which has smaller weight than the third one is assigned with more iterations. The reason consists in that the third subproblem has much lower dimension. After the first half of the whole search process, the optimizer is near stagnant on this subproblem, while it is still active on the fifth one even at the end of the search process. This can be further verified by the fact that the optimizer achieves fitness improvement on the fifth subproblem at almost all iterations allocated to it.
The behavior of FCRACC on the two different kinds of functions indicates that FCRA can allocate CR to different subproblems adaptively and subtly according to their real-time contributions and evolution status, thus significantly increasing the utilization efficiency of CR. As a consequence, the performance of CC can be enhanced.
D. Comparison Between FCRACC and Other CC Algorithms Under Ideal Decomposition
To show the effectiveness of FCRA and SHADE, we compared two FCRACC algorithms (FCRACC ID+SaNSDE and FCRACC ID+SHADE ) with four other CC algorithms under ideal decomposition. These four algorithms include the traditional CC [7] , CBCC1, CBCC2 [11] , and the recently developed CCFR [15] , all of which have been briefly introduced in Sections I and II. The difference between FCRACC ID+SaNSDE and the four existing CC algorithms mainly lies in the CRA strategy. Therefore, the comparison of their performance can highlight the advantage and disadvantage of FCRA. On the other hand, the optimizer is the only difference between FCRACC ID+SaNSDE and FCRACC ID+SHADE , then their performance comparison can demonstrate the competitiveness of SHADE over SaNSDE in solving LSOPs within the CC framework. Table II summarizes the average fitness values and the corresponding standard deviations obtained by the six CC algorithms on each function in the CEC2010 and CEC2013 benchmark suites. It is necessary to mention that to ensure the fairness of the comparison, the four existing CC algorithms were set with the same parameter values as given in their original papers, and their experimental results are directly taken from [15] . Table II also reports Cohen's d effect size [53] (within parentheses) to quantify the difference between the average fitness values of FCRACC ID+SaNSDE and those of the other five algorithms. Cohen's d effect size is independent of the sample size and is generally considered "small," "medium," and "large" if its absolute value belongs to [0.2, 0.3), [0.3, 0.8) and [0.8, +∞), respectively. Moreover, it is considered that there is no difference between two solutions if both of their fitness values are not greater than 1.0 × 10 −10 . The superscripts "+," "∼," and "−" labeled in Table II denote that the performance of the corresponding algorithm is better than, similar to, and worse than that of FCRACC ID+SaNSDE , respectively.
1) Comparison of the CEC2010 Suite: The results in Table II demonstrate that FCRACC ID+SaNSDE is rather successful. It outperforms the traditional CC, CBCC1, CBCC2, and CCFR on all three separable functions (f 1 -f 3 ) except being surpassed by CCFR on f 2 . It is worth mentioning that for these kinds of functions, the traditional CC and CCFR optimize all variables separately, CBCC optimizes them together [15] , while FCRACC randomly divides them into groups of size 50 and optimizes the variable groups separately. For 15 partially separable functions (f 4 -f 18 ), FCRACC ID+SaNSDE also shows exciting performance. It yields better solutions than all four existing algorithms on 11 functions and similar solutions on two functions. Although it shows performance deterioration on f 10 and f 15 , the average fitness values it obtains on them still have the same order of magnitude with the corresponding ones obtained by the competitors. The excellent performance of FCRACC ID+SaNSDE stems from its ability to make better use of CR. It is notable that FCRACC ID+SaNSDE also performs better on f 19 and f 20 which are nonseparable functions. The reason is that the four existing CC algorithms re-evaluate the population of each subproblem at the beginning of each cycle, while FCRACC avoids this by evaluating the solution of a subproblem according to its fitness improvement to the best overall solution instead of its fitness itself (see Section III-C). As for FCRACC ID+SHADE , it performs no worse than FCRACC ID+SaNSDE on all CEC2010 functions. Especially for f 1 , f 7 , f 12 , and f 16 , it gets a near optimal solution in each of the 25 independent runs. This indicates that FCRACC is compatible with different optimizers and SHADE is more efficient than SaNSDE in solving LSOPs within CC.
2) Comparison on the CEC2013 Suite: Compared with the CEC2010 functions, the CEC2013 functions are much more difficult to solve, since the dimensions and the contribution weights of different subproblems are very imbalanced, and more complicated transformations are introduced into the base functions [50] . On the whole, most solutions reported in Table II are far away from corresponding optimal ones. Even so, the performance of the two FCRACC algorithms is satisfactory, compared with that of the four existing CC algorithms. FCRACC ID+SaNSDE outperforms the traditional CC, CBCC1, CBCC2, and CCFR on 14, 13, 13, and 10 functions, respectively. For f 2 and f 11 , it is defeated by CCFR, but still provides significantly better solutions than the other three existing algorithms. When comparing FCRACC ID+SaNSDE with FCRACC ID+SHADE , we can see that the latter improves the former on ten functions and shows similar performance on the remaining five functions. This further verifies the compatibility of FCRACC and the efficiency of SHADE.
The last row of Table II lists the ranking of the six CC algorithms on the CEC2010 and CEC2013 functions according to the Friedman test, from which it can be concluded that FCRACC ID+SHADE performs best, followed by FCRACC ID+SaNSDE , CCFR, CBCC1, and CBCC2, whereas the traditional CC is definitely defeated by the other five algorithms.
E. Comparisons Among FCRACC, Other CC Algorithms, and Non-CC Algorithms
To evaluate the performance of FCRACC more comprehensively, we further tested the two FCRACC algorithms coupled with DG2 [35] , which is an efficient decomposition method developed recently. Their experimental results are Table III , where the results of four well-known CC algorithms and two state-of-the-art non-CC algorithms are also reported for comparison. The four existing CC algorithms, that is, DECC-G [19] , DECC-D [30] , DECC [31] , and CCFR [15] , have been briefly introduced in Section II, where the first two employ RG and delta grouping as a decomposition method, respectively. For DECC and CCFR, their versions taking DG2 as decomposition method were employed in this experiment. The two non-CC algorithms, that is, MA-SW-Chains [51] and MOS-CEC2013 [52] , are both memetic algorithms. They were ranked first in the IEEE CEC2010 and CEC2013 competitions on LSOP, respectively, [54] . It is necessary to emphasize that the source code of DG2 shared by Omidvar [55] was used in this experiment, the FEs consumed during the decomposition process were counted into the maximum-allowed FE number, and the experimental results of the six existing algorithms are taken from [15] and its supplementary materials, where these algorithms were set with the parameter values suggested by their original papers. From Table  III , it can be observed that FCRACC DG2+SaNSDE outperforms DECC-G and DECC-D on 31 and 26 out of a total of 35 functions, respectively. The excellent result benefits from two factors: 1) DG2 provides more accurate decomposition results than RG and delta grouping and 2) FCRA allocates CR more economically and reasonably. Most of the functions on which FCRACC DG2+SaNSDE does not show significant advantage are separable or nonseparable ones. For both kinds of functions, DG2 takes no effect and the effectiveness of FCRA is also weakened. Table III also shows that FCRACC DG2+SaNSDE performs better than DECC and CCFR by several orders of magnitude on most test functions in terms of the average fitness value. For functions on which FCRACC DG2+SaNSDE is defeated, its results are still in the same orders of magnitude with the corresponding ones of the other two algorithms. This again verifies the superiority of FCRA since the difference of these three algorithms only lies in CRA.
When comparing FCRACC DG2+SaNSDE with the two memetic algorithms, we can see that FCRACC DG2+SaNSDE has an edge over MA-SW-Chains since it performs no worse than the latter on 13 out of 20 CEC2010 functions and 7 out of 15 CEC2013 functions, but is outperformed by MOS-CEC2013 since the latter obtains better solutions on more functions. A more detailed investigation demonstrates that FCRACC DG2+SaNSDE is defeated by both two memetic algorithms on all of the six nonseparable functions except that it shows better performance than MA-SW-Chains on the CEC2013 function f 15 . The failure can be attributed to two reasons: 1) DG2 wastes part of CR on nonseparable functions and 2) the optimizer of FCRACC DG2+SaNSDE , that is, SaNSDE, is inferior to the two memetic algorithms in solving LSOPs.
As for FCRACC DG2+SHADE , the comparison result between it and FCRACC DG2+SaNSDE is similar to the one between FCRACC ID+SHADE and FCRACC ID+SaNSDE , that is, it shows better performance than FCRACC DG2+SaNSDE on most functions. The main difference lies in two functions: the CEC2013 functions f 2 and f 7 . For f 2 , FCRACC DG2+SHADE performs worse than FCRACC DG2+SaNSDE , although FCRACC ID+SHADE significantly outperforms FCRACC ID+SaNSDE . This can be illustrated by Fig. 4(a) , which shows that both FCRACC ID+SaNSDE and FCRACC DG2+SaNSDE stagnate before exhausting available CR, while FCRACC DG2+SHADE is precluded from finding better solutions by the fewer CR left for optimization. As for f 7 , Fig. 4(b) shows the evolution curves of the four algorithms. They can be ranked as follows: FCRACC DG2+SHADE , FCRACC DG2+SaNSDE , FCRACC ID+SaNSDE , and FCRACC ID+SHADE . This result is somewhat counterintuitive since the ranking between FCRACC SHADE and FCRACC SaNSDE changes when different decomposition methods are used and the two algorithms with fewer CR for optimization outperform their respective counterparts. The main reason consists in that the fourth nonseparable subproblem obtained by ideal decomposition has the smallest contribution weight but the highest dimension [50] . It consumes most CR, which makes some other subproblems not fully optimized. This issue is more serious in FCRACC ID+SHADE as SHADE adopts a larger population size than SaNSDE, but is alleviated in FCRACC DG2+SHADE and FCRACC DG2+SaNSDE 
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a novel CC framework called FCRACC is proposed for LSOPs. FCRACC is characterized by employing an FCRA strategy. Different from traditional CC, which equally allocates CR among subproblems and existing CBCCs which carry out CRA according to some heuristic rules, FCRACC allocates CR based on the theoretically optimal solution of an explicit CRA model. Moreover, it also fully considers the evolution characteristics of CC. Benefiting from these features, FCRACC can subtly allocate each iteration to the subproblem which is most likely to make the largest contribution to the total fitness improvement at a new iteration. Experimental results on two benchmark suites demonstrate that FCRACC is compatible with different optimizers, robust to the change of its parameter, and can achieve desirable CRA results and significantly outperform CC algorithms employing the same optimizer. When coupled with SHADE, FCRACC demonstrates highly competitive performance, even compared with state-of-the-art non-CC algorithms.
So far, most CC frameworks employ the same optimizer with the same population size for all subproblems which may have strikingly different characteristics. Our future work will focus on developing CC frameworks, which can adaptively configure optimizers, and studying CRA strategies for them.
